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- Height restrictions 

 Fencing shall be 36 inches in height as measured from the pavement. It may extend in places to 42 inches as 

agreed by LL. 

 Fencing shall be primarily vertical elements with minimal horizontal elements to prevent it from being climb on. 

 The top of the fencing should discourage people sitting or leaning but shall not be dangerous to patrons. 

-Demising Fence 

 The fencing between tenants shall be affixed to both the building and the LL end posts. 

 Fence provided and installed by landlord. 

- Additional Criteria 

 Tenant shall take care that the spacing between vertical elements may either be tight to prevent a child’s head from 

getting through or wide enough as not to get stuck. (Vertical elements should be less than 4” apart or greater than 

7” apart.) 

 LL posts have been set up so there will be no more than 10’ of continuous tenant fencing.  These elements may 

not be altered. 

 Tenant fencing will not attach to LL posts. Instead, tenant fencing will have its own end posts adjacent to the LL 

posts. Tenant posts may be buried as required next to LL posts in spots indicated.  Any required lateral support 

should occur adjacent to LL posts.  Minimal contact with the ground at other locations is expected and should lay 

on the surface if required without bolting into the concrete. 

 No gates are allowed. There should be a clear opening of at least 6’-0”.   

 Provide care at openings as not to have “raw” edges 

 Provide proper support at all fence segments not supported on both sides. 

 

 



Exterior Furniture- Tenant shall propose what they would like to use for exterior furniture for landlord review. 

- Permanent fixtures prohibited, no outdoor heating fixtures 

- Logos not allowed on umbrellas/shades/coverings.  

- Tables and seating must be commercial grade furniture. 

- Can’t be residential grade plastic furniture. 
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Perspective View 1

Primary Post
2’ x 2’ x 4’ Tall
Includes planter top

Secondary Post
1’ x 1’ x 3’ Tall
Sloped top prevents sitting
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Perspective View 2

Outdoor FurnitureFront-Facing Fence
By Tenant
Standard Height

Demising Fence
By Landlord
Standard for every tenant
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Perspective View 3
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Perspective View 4
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